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Wi-Fi in Flights Allowed!
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New Delhi: Good news for flight passengers bad news for the husbands and lovers. TRAI has
allowed in flight mobile phones and internet facility. Now the wife are going to keep an eye on
husbands from 3000 metre above. A Report.
This practice is already allowed on the aircrafts flying international. Earlier the Civil aviation ministry
put the matter o hold because of security concern. On Friday TRAI recommended the the on
Board Mobile and Internet access shloud be permitted with minimum height restriction of 3,000
metres in Indian airspace. In its recommendation TRAI states, The authority recommends that
both, Internet and mobile communication on aircraft service should be permitted as In-Flight
Connectivity (IFC) in the Indian airspace.” Above 3000 metres Phone calls can be mad eor
received. International aircrafts only allow internet access, as the mobile connectivity ma cause
unwanted cause in the aircraft. Trai also mentioned, the electronic gadgets such as mobile phone,
tab, laptop should be use only after the announcement .
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